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We present the invariant action for conformal supergravity in ten dimensions. We compare
our result to d = 6, N = 2 conformal supergravity, and show that in d = 6 a superconformal
invariant based on the Gauss—Bonnet combination must exist. The contributions of the antisym-
metric tensor gauge field in d = 10 cannot be completely expressed in terms of torsion.
1. Introduction
In this paper we derive the invariant action of d = 10 conformal supergravity up
to terms quartic in fermions. Starting from a linearised invariant, the non-linear
contributions required for full supersymmetry are obtained by the Noether method.
The resulting action is unique. The gravitational degrees of freedom do not appear
in the form of the Gauss—Bonnet combination.
Conformal supergravity has played an important role in the construction of
matter couplings in supergravity theories. This has been the case in the develop-
ment of phenomenological supergravity models, but also in the systematic study of
supergravity theories in higher dimensions. The important ingredient in these
applications is the fact that the large superconformal symmetry breaks up the
representations of Poincaré supergravity in smaller parts, which can then be more
easily put together to construct invariant actions. Gauge choices relate the two
formulations of supergravity, and make it possible to go from the superconformal
formulation to the physically more convenient off-shell Poincaré version.
Conformal supergravity is also interesting in itself. Conformal gravity theories
may be considered as fundamental theories of gravity (see ref. [1] for a review).
The use of conformal supergravity in this context requires the construction of an
invariant action for the superconformal gauge multiplet, the Weyl multiplet, itself.
Such actions have been known for a long time for the N = 1 [2] and N = 2 [3]
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conformal supergravity theories in four dimensions. The linearised form of such an
action for N = 4 conformal supergravity was given in ref. [3].
In dimensions > 4 a complete, non-linear conformal supergravity action was
constructed only for the d = 6, N = 2 theory [4]. For d = 10 only an action
invariant under the linearised transformations is known [51.The problems in
proceeding in d = 10 to a fully non-linear invariant were discussed in ref. [4]. In
this paper we take up this problem again, and solve the technical difficulties
involved in the construction of the d = 10 superconformal action.
The interest of this work is, besides the aspects mentioned above, the possible
relation between the conformal supergravity actions and the low-energy limit of
superstring theory.
The low-energy limit of superstring theory is given by a supergravity theory in
ten dimensions. In the zero-slope limit this theory is d = 10, N = 1 Poincaré
supergravity, coupled to the supersymmetric Yang—Mills multiplet [61.The super-
string induces modifications to this theory, in particular the Lorentz Chern—Simons
term, which were first discovered by Green and Schwarz [7]. The purely bosonic
contribution to these modifications, which are required to cancel anomalies [7],
breaks the supersymmetry. However, supersymmetry can be restored by the
addition of terms which depend on the fermionic fields of d = 10 supergravity. In
the past years, much effort has been devoted to the construction of a supersym-
metric version of a d = 10, N = 1 supergravity theory which includes the Lorentz
Chern—Simons terms (see the extensive lists of references in ref. [81).
The work on conformal supergravity in d = 6 contained an important hint on
the form of this effective action. It was found in ref. [41that in the d = 6, N = 2
conformal supergravity theory the field strength H’~’of the anti-symmetric tensor
gauge field B~occurs in the action as torsion, i.e. as a modification to the spin
connection o~”.This was a crucial simplifying aspect in the construction of the
superconformal action. Essentially, the proper combination of w and H trans-
forms under supersymmetry as a Yang—Mills field, so that the construction of the
effective action, known results on the Yang—Mills action itself can be used [9].
The d = 10, N = 1 Poincaré supergravity theory also contains a two-index
anti-symmetric tensor gauge field, and there the use of a spin-connection with
torsion turns out to be equally useful. The detailed construction of the component
form of the supersymmetric low-energy effective string action in d = 10 [101relied
heavily on this analogy between supergravity and Yang—Mills theories.
There is a second version of d = 10, N = 1 Poincaré supergravity, which can be
obtained by a duality transformation [111. In this formulation one has the same
anomaly cancellation mechanism [121. The duality transformation replaces the
two-index gauge field B1~,,by a six-index anti-symmetric tensor gauge field A,1
The R
2-action has been constructed also in this second formulation [13]. Since the
Weyl multiplet in d = 10 also contains such a six-index gauge field, this second
formulation of supergravity appears to be closer to Poincaré supergravity. The
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relationship between Poincaré and conformal supergravities was explored in ref.
[5] (see also ref. [14]). However, in d = 10 conformal supergravity one does not
readily have compensating multiplets available with which one can make the
transition between Poincaré and conformal supergravity. The structure of off-shell
supergravity in d = 10 has still not been resolved beyond the linear level [15].The
relationship between the off-shell superconformal and the on-shell Poincaré R2-
action in d = 10 will be discussed briefly in sect. 5.
This paper is devoted to the construction of the superconformal action for the
d = 10 Weyl multiplet. The Weyl multiplet is an off-shell multiplet containing
massive spin-2 degrees of freedom. It contains 128 + 128 bosonic and fermionic
degrees of freedom, and the superconformal symmetries (dilatations, conformal
boosts, S-supersymmetry, besides the usual Poincaré supersymmetiy transforma-
tions) can be implemented on these fields. The field strength of the six-index gauge
field of the Weyl multiplet can be represented by a three-index tensor H,1VA.
However, this does not imply that a torsion interpretation in conformal supergrav-
ity is possible, and indeed the simplifying methods of refs. [4,9] are not applicable.
In the absence of a torsion interpretation, the construction of the action is
technically complicated.
In sect. 2 of this paper we briefly review d = 10 conformal supergravity. It is
important to note that the construction of the invariant is done in a suitable gauge,
which eliminates two of the fields of the Weyl multiplet (the scalar and the
spin-1/2 field). In sect. 2 we also discuss the connection between different
formulations of the Weyl multiplet. Conformal supergravity in d = 10 is somewhat
special in the sense that it is not based on a superconformal algebra, nor does it
have a satisfactory superspace formulation (for a recent proposal on this last point,
and further references, see ref. [16]). In this paper we consider only the component
formulation presented in sect. 2. Definitions and properties of fields and curva-
tures that we require in this paper are gathered in appendix A.
In the linearised version of this theory one can, in an obvious way, construct two
independent actions, quadratic in the fields, which are invariant under the lin-
earised transformation rules. One of these is the purely bosonic Gauss—Bonnet
combination, the other is a sum of bosonic and fermionic terms. It turns out that
only one combination of these actions allows invariance under the complete
non-linear transformation rules. This means that the Gauss—Bonnet combination
is not separately invariant. In d = 6 this situation was not yet clear, since in ref. [41
no conclusions about the existence of a non-linear Gauss—Bonnet invariant were
drawn.
The construction of the invariant is given in sect. 3. We give the result without
the terms containing explicit gravitinos in (3.11). The complete result is presented
in appendix B, eq. (B.2). In sect. 4, we discuss the relation of our result to the work
in d = 6, N = 2 conformal supergravity. In particular, we show that our result
implies the existence of the superconformal Gauss—Bonnet invariant in d = 6.
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2. Conformal supergravity in d = 10
The Weyl multiplet is defined as the smallest off-shell multiplet containing the
spin-2 and spin-3/2 representations of supergravity. In d = 10 this multiplet has
128 bosonic and 128 fermionic degrees of freedom [5,17]. These can be described
in terms of the following fields: the zehnbein e,1a (45), the antisymmetric tensor
gauge field A,11 ,~ (84), and the gravitino ~‘,1 (a Majorana—Weyl spinor, 144).
Since these fields contain too many degrees of freedom, a bosonic and a fermionic
constraint which eliminate 1 and 16 degrees of freedom, respectively, must be
imposed.
The transformation rules under Q-supersymmetry read *:
=




5A,1,16 = 4 x 6! (2.1)
We have defined
Habc = ~ (2.2)
where i~(A)(7)is the supercovariant curvature of A(6). The Bianchi identity for
R(A) leads to the following supercovariant restriction on H:
D~Habc=0. (2.3)
Closure of the algebra requires the use of the constraint
= 0, (2.4)
where ~I’abis the supercovariant gravitino curvature. The variation of (2.4) implies
the bosonic condition
I~(w) — ~HabcHabc = 0. (2.5)
In this way the superfluous bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom are elimi-
nated. Of course the identity (2.3) is also crucial for the off-shell closure: this
multiplet definitely requires a six-index gauge field, which we prefer, where
possible, to represent in the form (2.2).
In the above formulation of the Weyl multiplet the fields are invariant under
scale transformations (dilatations) and S-supersymmetiy transformations. These
* For spinors and y-matrices in this paper we use the conventions of ref. [5].
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local symmetries can be introduced by adding a scalar 4 and a spin-1/2 field A,
with transformation rules
~ ~A=~7~ (2.6)
where AD and ii are the parameters of local dilatations and S-transformations,
respectively (these fields are at this stage inert under Q-transformations). Note
that eqs. (2.1) and (2.6) still describe 128 + 128 degrees of freedom, and that the
algebra closes off-shell. However, the commutator of two Q-transformations now
contains field-dependent D- and S-transformations, which are required for closure
on 4 and A. One may also introduce gauge fields b,1 and for the D- and
S-transformations, respectively, as well as K-symmetry (conformal boosts, with
parameter AK’~)and the corresponding gauge field f,1a. It is convenient to choose
= — ~ + a,1AD + e,1AKa, (2.7)
and to turn and f,1a into dependent fields by the conventional constraints
D,1A = 0, D,1(4~~Da4)= 0. (2.8)
The steps (2.6)—(2.8) introduce no new degrees of freedom.
If we now define a new zehnbein and gravitino by
e,1 = ~1e,1, ~, = ~1/2~ + Fae,1a/A4, (2.9)
then e,1a~has Weyl weight — 1, and the new gravitino ~ Weyl weight — ~. The
gravitino also has the usual S-supersymmetry transformation = Such
field redefinitions, as well as a redefinition of the Q-transformations with local
Lorentz and S-transformations, lead to the formulation of d = 10 conformal
supergravity that was presented in ref. [5]. From the formulation of ref. [5] one
goes back to (2.1) by the gauge choice 4 = 1, A = 0.
The formulation (2.1) of conformal supergravity, with its simple transformation
rules, is well suited for the purpose of constructing invariant actions, and for the
coupling of conformal supergravity to matter fields (the d = 10, N = 1 Yang—Mills
multiplet). Further details about covariant curvatures and their transformation
rules are gathered in appendix A.
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Note that a possible term a2R(w)
2 can be eliminated by using the constraint (2.5),
at the expense of a quartic term H4. Other quadratic combinations of 91H and R
can, by partial integration, be put in the form (2.10), or can be rewritten as
non-leading (cubic and quartic) terms by using eqs. (2.3) and (2.5). Similarly, other
contractions of two gravitino curvatures and one derivative can be eliminated by
the use of eq. (2.4) and the Bianchi identity for
The requirement of invariance under global, linearised supersymmetry only
determines b
0 and c0. The reason is that the Gauss—Bonnet combination
e = ~ R5~~’(w)
= Rabcd(W)Rcdab(W) — 4Rab(W)Rba(W) + R(w)
2, (2.11)
transforms into a total derivative (at the linear level) for any variation of w. This is
due to the Bianchi identity for the Riemann tensor (A.15).
The result of the linearised calculation is
b
0 = ~(a1 + 4a0), c0 = —3b0. (2.12)
At this stage we therefore have a two-parameter starting point for the full
non-linear calculation based on the transformation rules (2.1). This will be the
subject of sect. 3.
3. The construction of the action
In this section we will discuss the construction of the invariant action. The
method is simple: we first make an ansatz, containing all possible terms (except
quartic fermions), with arbitrary coefficients, and we then fix the coefficients by
demanding invariance under the transformations (2.1).
Let us however elaborate somewhat on the starting point and on some of the
intermediate stages of the calculation. The linearised result from sect. 2 is
~ +a1R,1~(w)R~~(w)
+~(a1 ~
— ~(a1 + ~ (3.1)
Before parametrising the Noether terms, it is useful to set out the procedure to
be followed. Terms in the action can be ordered in the following way. We can
assign a level to each field, such that w, ~‘, and A each have level 1, and the
zehnbein and derivatives have level 0. Then (3.1) is the action at level 2. The
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TABLE 1
The schematic form of the supersymmetry transformation rules
No. Transformation Level change
1 ~i~i=9J —1
2 ~/J=HE 0







The symbol ~i represents the gravitino, ~‘(2) the gravitino curvature. The fields w, /i and A have level 1.
The complete form of these transformation rules is given in eqs. (2.1) and (A.11)—(A.14).
different terms in the supersymmetry transformations (2.1) and (A.11)—(A.14) are
presented schematically in table 1. Only one contribution (i~1,1~ to these
transformations decreases the level.
We will determine the action up to terms quartic in fermions, so that the action
consists of purely bosonic terms, and of terms with two fermions. We can then
ignore all variations of the action which are trilinear in fermions, since such
variations would also have contributions from the unknown quartic fermion sector.
In the variation of bosonic terms we may ignore all contributions that are more
than linear in fermions. This means we can freely use identities for e.g. the
Riemann tensor, modulo terms bilinear in fermions, but only in the variation of the
action. In the terms in the action which are bilinear in fermions only the fermions
have to be varied.
In the construction of the action we always use w(e, ~ji), i.e. the spin connection
satisfies
= ~ (3.2)
The ~!,2 contribution to (3.2) may be safely ignored in the variation of the action.
All derivatives in the action are Lorentz-covariant derivatives ~,1(w(e, i/i)). Also,
we use everywhere the supercovariant tensor Habc with three Lorentz indices. The
Bianchi identity for H may be used with a Lorentz-covariant derivative ~, as in
(A.19), in the variation of the action. Similarly, derivatives on are always
written in terms of the supercovariant gravitino curvature ~/~ab (see eq. (A.22). The
Riemann tensor is not used in supercovariant form.
It is useful to determine beforehand how partial integrations in the variation of
the action will be performed. We always integrate derivatives away from e, so that
the remaining independent terms in the variation of the action never contain
c-terms.
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TABLE 2
The different structures in the variation of the action
No. Variation Level Remainder
(A) 2 R -~ H2(B) i921/J,
2,R 2 ~q~,(2), R —~H
2
(C) ~IJ(
2).~l)9~H 2 -+ RH
(D) E9~/J(2)9~H 2
(E) ~~RR 3 R—~H
2
F p 9~H -*H2
(G) e~H~JR 3 R-*H2
(H) El/J(






(K) 3 .~H -~ RH
(L) E~IJ(
2)H~2TH 3 ~‘(2) coy.
(M) ~RHH 4 R-~H
2
(N) g~p H~H 4 -
(0) EIIJ(
2)HHH 4 ~‘(2) coy.
(P) i/JHHHH 5 -
The remainders indicate terms that may be left over after cancellation, since by the use of identities
(2.5) and (A.20)—(A.22) they can be shifted to higher-level calculations. ~sindicates the gravitino, ~‘(2)
the gravitino curvature.
Our ansatz for the complete action is presented in appendix B (eq. (B.1)). The
variation of (B.1) gives rise to 16 different combinations of fields and derivatives,
which are presented schematically in table 2. For each of these structures we have
to obtain a cancellation, but some contributions to the calculation can be moved to
a higher-level variation by using constraints and identities satisfied by the fields in
this theory. There are four such relations,which are indicated in the last column of
table 2:
(1) R —‘ HH. The constraint (2.5).
(2) ~~2)• The Bianchi identity of I/fob, with a Lorentz covariant derivative. The
four terms in this Bianchi identity each have a higher level than and are
presented in (A.20).
(3) ~ In some calculations we encounter the commutator of two derivatives
on H. This can be written as a combination of RH-terms (eq. (A.21)).
(4) ~/‘~covariantization (coy.). From partial integration the combination
may arise. This is rewritten, using eq. (A.22), as i//,1v~with the appropriate
covariantizations. The covariantizations contribute to a higher-level calcula-
tion.
The 16 different variations will be referred to as (A)—(P), as in table 2. Of course
the Bianchi identities (A.15) for R and (A.17) for H are also used in the
calculation, but these do not produce higher-level contributions.
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TABLE 3
All contributions to the level-2 variations (A)—(D). The numbers in the table correspond to the
supersymmetry transformations in table 1
Contribution (A) (B) (C) (D)
RR 4 — — —
— 6 — 7
~H~H - - 1 1
~fn/J(2)R 1 1 - -
~IJ~1J(2)~iTH - - 1 1
We will go in some detail through some of the calculations at level 3. It is at this
level that we obtain a relation between the coefficients a0 and a1. This implies that
there is only one non-linear superconformal R
2 invariant in d = 10.
Let us first reconsider the cancellation of the level-2 variations (A)—(D). The
contributions to this calculation are shown in table 3. The entries denote the
supersymmetty transformation (see table 1), which gives rise to the particular
variation.. Contributions come of course from all level-2 terms in the action, and
from the level-3 terms with an explicit gravitino. Since this is the lowest level, we
have no contributions from previous calculations.
The cancellation requires two relations which are contractions of the Bianchi
identity (A.15) for the Riemann tensor. These are
~,1(w) (eR~t~~c(w)) = 2eeAt0~A(w) Rb]~~(w) + bilinear fermions, (3.3)
~
4(w)(eR(w)) = 2ee ~5(cv)R(w) + bilinear fermions. (3.4)
In both (3.3) and (3.4) all bilinear fermions are due to (3.2). We may ignore them
in the variation of the action. The terms resulting from (3.4) are moved to the next
level by the use of (2.5).
In eq. (B.1) we see that there are six independent terms of the type I/FIIJ(2)R.
Their six coefficients m, n are not completely determined by this calculation. The
result is
m1=—~(a1+4a0), n1=0,
m2 = ~(a1 + 4a0) + ~m3, n2 = 2m3,
m3 = free, n3 = —2m3. (3.5)
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Using eq. (3.5), the terms in the action with m and n can be rewritten in the
following way:
Q~’ —II~ +4 ~‘ rabpz.lcdD
— 4~ I a0,~,1 ~P abcd
— 4m 3c11,1FF IIJfgRabcd + m3i/101bI/J°”R. (3.6)
The second term plays no role at level 2, since integrating away from c in the
variation of the gravitino gives Bianchi identities both for R and I/’~21.The last term
is also of a higher level. We shall see that the coefficient m3 will be determined at
the next level. Note that in case a1 = — 4a0 (the Gauss—Bonnet choice) the usual
Noether term is absent.
The p-terms are treated in a similar fashion. The remaining terms after the
cancellations (C)—(D) have the form
+ ~(a1 + 4a0)V H0l~~~{~I/JdyOI/JbC— ~I/1eYabcI/1de + ~I/’aYbceI/1de — ~I/’dYobeI/’ce}
(3.7)
Note that in the case of the Gauss—Bonnet combination all these terms are absent.
In the p-sector in the action one can also write terms which, like the second
term in eq. (3.6), do not contribute to the level-2 calculation. There are four
independent terms of this type, which can be written as




The variation of the gravitino gives after partial integration a term with ~~2JH
which can be rewritten as RH, and a term with in the form of the Bianchi
identity for the gravitino curvature. In this case the coefficients of these terms will
not be determined by higher-level calculations. The reason is that in (3.8) a partial
integration (with ~1”) can be performed, which expresses (3.8) in terms of other
level-3 and -4 contributions. Since all such terms already appear in the ansatz,
(B.1) would be overcomplete with (3.8). Therefore the four coefficients in (3.8) may
be set equal to zero, and they do not appear in (B.1).
The overcompleteness of the ansatz can be recognized by the fact that free
coefficients remain at the end of the calculation. A more critical aspect of the
calculation is to decide which of the contributions to the variation of the action are
independent. If a dependence between two variations is not recognized, one
obtains too many equations for the input coefficients, and no solution. For this
reason it is extremely useful to “integrate away from c”, since then the possibility
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TABLE 4
All contributions to the level-3 variations (E)—(L)
Contribution (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) (K) (L)
RR 9 — 5 — — — — —
2)~~/~(2) — — — — 8 — — —
— — — — — 9 — 4
6 7 — 2 — — — —
— 6 — — — 7 — 2
RHH — — — 3 — — — 4
ARR 3 - - 4 - - - -
— — — 6 — — — 7
HH~H — — — — — — — 3
~JJçIJRH - 1 1 1 - - - -
qJçlJ(2)HH - — - — 1 — — 1
- - - - - 1 1 1
(A) - - - - - - - R
(B) B2 B3 - B, R - - -
(C) - - - - - - -
(D) - B2 - - - B3 - B,
The last four lines indicate contributions which arise in the cancellation of the level-2 variations
(A)—(D) (see column 4 of table 2). B, indicate contributions from the Bianchi identity (A.20) of the
gravitino curvature.
of a complicated dependence through partial integrations does not have to be
considered.
This concludes the discussion of the cancellation of level-2 variations. Varia-
tions of level 3 are presented in table 4. Now we have, besides the straightforward
supersymmetry transformations of terms in the action, also contributions due to
remainders from the level-2 cancellations. These are indicated in the lower lines of
table 4. The first stage of the level-3 calculations is to advance toward the
cancellation of ~4’(2)RH-terms, called (H). As we see in table 4, there are many
contributions to this variation. However, the cancellations (E)—(G) already deter-
mine some of the coefficients involved, and will therefore be considered first.
Particularly useful in this respect is the (E)-cancellation. This variation is relatively
simple, and determines the coefficient m3 left over from previous work, as well as
the coefficient of the Lorentz Chern—Simons term in the action (all relative to a0
and a,). The result for this part of the action then becomes (only terms indepen-
dent of H)
e~ 2’= aOR,1~,~l~(w)Rm~uTh(w)+ a,R,1~(o)R~v(w)
+ 4111,1F ((ai + 4a0)F~I/jc~~+ ~ —
+ ia0%~e1 ~ ~ (3.9)
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Note that the contribution of the Lorentz Chern—Simons term wR (the last term
in eq. (3.9) can be written as coRH by a partial integration) is independent of a1,
and therefore occurs both in the Gauss—Bonnet combination and in the (R,1~ab)
2
action. The intermediate result (3.9) was also given in ref. [4].
— The (F)—(G) cancellations are sufficient to determine the coefficients t of the
I/JçIJRH terms in terms of a
0 and a,. The (G)-cancellation relates the t-coefficients
in such a way that the ~I/JH1T1JRvariations contain 9/IR in the form of a Bianchi
identity. The (F)-cancellation then fixes the value of these coefficients.
The (H)-cancellation then determines the d and e coefficients, but, in particu-
lar, it fixes a, relative to a0,
a, = —2a0. (3.10)
It is at this stage that the remaining free parameter in the action (one being an
arbitrary scale is fixed.
The cancellations at level 3 ((I)—(L)), and those at levels 4 lead to unique values
for all the remaining coefficients. The cancellation of the single level-S variation is
then a powerful check of the result. These and other calculations in this section
have been done with the help of a computer program for algebraic manipulations.
The contributions to the higher levels are presented in table S. The complete
result, with the value obtained for all coefficients, can be found in (B.2).
The contributions to the action without explicit gravitinos are (a0 = 1)
~ — ~ + I/JOb~Yl/Jab —
+ ~
1~e’ aj.ao~~~Ap~ R abR ab
1 C a
1...a6 ,1l~ Ap





Some contributions to the action (compare the ansatz (B.1)), are simpler than they
might have been. For instance, of the three independent combinations of H4-terms,
two have a vanishing coefficient.
Since (3.11) contains many explicit H-contributions, we should consider the
possibility of rewriting the action with H-torsion. We may define
fl,1 ~ab +YI~I,1th~ (3.12)
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TABLE 5
The calculation at levels 4 ((M)—(0)) and level 5 (F). We indicate the contributions from supersymmetry
variations (1—9) (see table 1), and those from previous cancellations (see table 2)
Contribution (M) (N) (0) (P)
RR - - - -
— — — —
~H~H — 5 — —
çlJqJ(2)R 8 - - -
- 8 - -
RHH 9 5 — —
ARR 5 - - -
clF(2)clJ(2)H — — 8 —
HH9i~H — 9 4 5
2 - - -
~InIJ(2)HH 6 7 2 8
i/Jç1JH~1H - 2 - -
HHHH — — 3 9
~HHH - 1 1 2
(A) - - - -
(B) B4 - - -
(C) - - - -
(D) - B4 - -
(E) R - - R
(F) - R - -
(G) - R - -
(H) coy. — R —
(I) B2 B3 B, B4
(K) - - -
(L) — coy. — —
(M) - - - R
(0) — — — coy.
so that
= R,1~1th(w)+ 2y.~[,1H~]1Th— 2y
2H[,1°’H~JC’~,
Rab(Ll) =Rab(W) +y2HaCdHbcd,
R(fl) ‘R(w) +y2HabcHabc. (3.13)
From the last equation in (3.13) we see that in the constraint (2.5) the H2-term has
the wrong sign to be interpreted as torsion. Also the H-contribution in the
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transformation rule of the gravitino cannot be absorbed into w. Notice that the
quadratic action for the Riemann tensor with torsion takes on the form
~ = ~ + ~ (3.14)
so that in the quadratic action (3.1) H cannot be interpreted as torsion with a real
value for y (we find y2 = — ~).Nevertheless, one can always rewrite some or all of
the spin connections with torsion. However, if this cannot be done such that all
explicit H-contributions are absorbed, it does not truly simplify the result.
A last remark about torsion concerns the Gauss—Bonnet combination (2.11). In
eq. (2.11) w can be replaced by 12 for any y, without disturbing the invariance at
the linear level. The question therefore arises why in eq. (2.12) we did not find a
three-parameter family of solutions, one parameter corresponding to y. The
reason is that the (~H)2-termsarising from the Gauss—Bonnet combination with
torsion cancel, so that the difference between (2.11) with w and (2.11) with 12
consists of terms of a higher level.
4. Comparison with d = 6, N = 2 conformal supergravity
In ref. [4] an R2-invariant was obtained for d = 6, N = 2 conformal supergravity.
In this section we will discuss the implications of our result for d = 6. The main
point we want to establish is, that the (~H)2 term which appears in our d = 10
action, when reduced to d = 6, can be absorbed into the (Riemann)2 term as
torsion, leaving a Gauss—Bonnet combination.
In d = 6, N = 2 conformal supergravity [18] there are two formulations of the
Weyl multiplet. In one case the multiplet contains a two-index antisymmetric
tensor gauge field B~,,~, as in d = 10, N = 1 Poincaré supergravity, in the other
formulation these degrees of freedom are represented by a three-index, anti-self-
dual tensor. Only the first version allows the construction of a superconformal
invariant [4].
The Weyl multiplet in d = 6, N = 2 conformal supergravity has 40 + 40 degrees
of freedom. When the multiplet is formulated in terms of a scale-invariant
sechsbein and an S-invariant gravitino, as we did in d = 10, these degrees of
freedom are represented as follows. The bosonic fields are the sechsbein (15), the
gauge field B~(10), and the SU(2)-gauge field V~,symmetric in the upper indices
(15). The chiral N = 2 gravitino has 40 degrees of freedom. The leading terms in
the d = 6 action take the form
e’2’=R,1 ab(Q )R~~(Q ) + 2~ab
7~~I/, — J~1~,ujJ/,1”~ (4.1)
* In this section ten-dimensional space-time and Lorentz indices are written as M, N A, B
six-dimensional indices will be denoted by j~,v a, b The four-dimensional internal indices
are s, t
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TABLE 6













In this table the indices M, N, ... take on the values 1 10, ~s, v, ... the values 1 6 and s, I,
the values 1 4. The number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) in the last column are presented as a
product, with the internal degrees of freedom (S0(4)) as the second factor.
In eq. (4.1) we have 12,1 ab = — H,1cth, where H is the field strength of B,1~.
V,1 is the field strength of V~’.The interpretation of H as torsion can be made
throughout the action. In ref. [4] a start was made with the construction of a
second invariant in d = 6, of which the leading terms form the Gauss—Bonnet
combination. We will show that our result in d = 10 implies that this second
invariant exists. In principle it could be obtained from (B.2) by dimensional
reduction.
In table 6 we present the d = 6 content of the fields of the d = 10 Weyl
multiplet. The table contains 129 + 144 degrees of freedom, so the constraints
must still be imposed. Obviously, a truncation must be made to arrive at the
40 + 40 degrees of freedom in d = 6. In the linearised, globally supersymmetric
theory we can represent the sechsbein of the d = 6 Weyl multiplet by ~ a
symmetric tensor gauge field. In A,1 . ~ the anti-symmetric upper indices can be
restricted to be (anti)-self-dual. The self-dual part is truncated, the anti-self-dual
part represents the 15 degrees of freedom of V,1
11• The field A,1~mcorresponds to
the 10 degrees of freedom of B,1~,,the internal degrees freedom obviously giving a
singlet. The gravitino is a 16-component fermion, as is the Majorana—Weyl
fermion in d = 10. In d = 6 we can split this fermion in two 8-component chiral
d = 6 fermions, of which one chirality is truncated. When written in a Weyl basis
with four components, the N = 2 structure becomes explicit. We will not use this
N = 2 basis, so that also the relation between A,1, ,14St and the SU(2) gauge field
will not be needed explicitly.
The d = 6 transformation rules that follow from the transformation rules (A.1)
in d = 10 show that indeed the truncations outlined above can be done consis-
tently. The field B,1~ EStUVA,1 can be written as torsion in the transformation
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rule of the gravitino, i.e. we find ~i/f,1 =~(12±)c+ ..., with Q±~w±T. The
torsion T is given explicitly by
T,1VA = 90%I~a[,1B~5]. (4.2)
This requires that the d = 6 gravitino, I/’,~,is defined as a suitable linear combina-
tio~iof 1/1,1 and I/J~ of table 6. To have the usual transformation rule of the
s/chsbein we need to make a similar redefinition of h,1~:
= ~ + 2LV~ (4.3)
The ten-dimensional constraints can be resolved in terms of the trace of h
4t, and of
the y-trace of I/i5: y5ç(15. Thus the constraints no longer restrict the super-gravita-
tional degrees of freedom. We will come back to the bosonic constraint at the end
of this section.
The leading bosonic terms in the d = 10 action (B.2) are
.~= (R~(~))~— 2(RMN(w))2 — 3~MHABC~MHABC. (4.4)
Consider the term
—3~MHABC~MH~4~= (8 x 7!)~MR(A)Nl...N
7~MR(A)~~1N7. (4.5)
We can work out the coefficient of the contribution of B,1~in this expression.




In d = 6 the terms containing the Riemann tensor with torsion can be written as
(R,1~(fl))2 = (R,1~(w))2 + 2(~aTbCd)2 — 2(~aTbcd)(~bTacd)
= (R~~b(w))2+ ~(~aTbcd)2, (4.7)
where in the last step the Bianchi identity for the anti-symmetric tensor gauge field
is used. There is still a crucial factor two between (4.6) and (4.7). This factor is
correct, since we can rewrite our result (4.4), in d = 6, in the form
+ ~{(R,1P0b(w))2 - 4(Rab(W))2}. (4.8)
Therefore only half of (4.7) is needed, and the remainder in (4.8) corresponds to
the first two terms of the Gauss—Bonnet combination.
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In (4.8) the contribution of the Riemann scalar R2 to the Gauss—Bonnet
combination is still missing. It appears when h’ is used instead of h, and the
bosonic constraint is resolved for hss. Let us do this analysis in some detail. The
linearised form of the Riemann tensor and its contractions in d = 10 is given by
RMNRS(h) = hNs,MR — hMs NR — hNR SM + hMRsN),
R ‘‘‘~ 1f~ 1 1 r—il.MNV1) — 21”,MN — “MR,RN — “NR,RM L~j“MN
R(h) = oh — hMN,MN. (4.9)
We have used h hMM, and the notation hMNR 3RhMN. The contributions of
(4.9) to an action quadratic in R are
= (D hMN)2 — 2(0 hMN)(hMRRN) + (hMN MN)’
4(RMN(h))2 = (oh)2 — 2(0 h)(hM~~~MN)+ 2(o hMN)2
\ -~[j.MN
‘ JY’MR,RN) ~“ MN)
(R(h))2 = (oh)2 — 2(0 h)(hMNMN) + (hM~1MN). (4.10)
When the three terms in eq. (4.10) are added in the Gauss—Bonnet combination
(2.11) the result vanishes [19]. Let us now reduce the three terms in (4.10) from
d = 10 to d = 6. As before we truncate h,15 and the traceless part of h5’ (so we
replace fr” by ~85thu~). Then we get the following contribution due to h55 in d = 6:
— (R~~(h))2+ ~(o h~)2,
4(RMN(h))2 —~ 4(R,1~(h))2+ 2(0 hss)R(h) + ~(o h~)2,
(R(h))2 —~ (R(h))2 + 2(0 h~)R(h) + (0 h~~)2. (4.11)
The linearised form of the constraint (2.5) in d = 10 is R(h) = 0. In d = 6 this
becomes
R(h) + oh55 = 0, (4.12)
as we can read off from the last line in (4.11). Finally we reduce our combination




2— 2(R,1~(h))2+ ~(0 h~)2
_IID (~\\2~if~j,SS\2
2’~~,1*’Ap~ 1) 8~ ‘ )
+ +{(R,1~AP(h))2- 4(R~(h))2+ (R(h))2}, (4.13)
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where we have kept the Gauss—Bonnet combination (even though it vanishes when
linearised) to show how it appears in the reduction of (4.4) to d = 6. Finally we
must introduce the redefined field (4.3) for h’. This gives another contribution




2+ (0 hss)R(h) + ~(0 ~
= (R,1~AP(h))2+ ~(0 hss)2, (4.14)
where we again use the constraint (4.12). Finally we substitute eq. (4.14) into eq.
(4.13), and find that the contribution of h55 cancels. The linearised action in d = 6
reads
~R2 = ~(R,1~AP(h’)) + ~{(R,1~A~(h’))2 — 4(R,1~(h’))2+ (R(h’))2}. (4.15)
The scalar hSS has disappeared from the action (and from the transformation
rules), and we obtain the expected form of the R2-action. As we discussed before,
(4.15) receives the required torsion contributions from the (~H)2-part of the
action.
Thus we see that our result, reduced to d = 6, gives the known action of ref. [41
with a torsion interpretation, and the Gauss—Bonnet combination. This implies
that in d = 6, N = 2 conformal supergravity both invariants exist.
5. Discussion
The result of sect. 3 shows that the superconformal invariant in d = 10 exists.
This implies that the invariant in d = 4, N = 4 conformal supergravity also exists,
since the two theories are related by dimensional reduction. The relation to d = 6,
N = 2 was presented in sect. 4.
The connection between d = 10 conformal supergravity and off-shell d = 10
Poincaré supergravity is not known beyond the linear level [15]. The connection
with the on-shell supergravity theory is known, and was discussed in detail in refs.
[5,14]. If suitable restrictions are imposed on the fields of the Weyl multiplet the
remaining components represent the degrees of freedom of Poincaré supergravity.
A sufficient constraint to trigger this procedure is, in our notation,
~[a”bcd] = (5.1)
which is the equation of motion ~r°1R(A)
0 . . . a7 = 0 of the six-index gauge field. By
supersymmetry this implies that also
~[a
TI/’hJc = 0, ~[ORb]C= 0. (5.2)
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In ref. [5] it was found that these conditions indeed produce the on-shell Poincaré
degrees of freedom.
In ref. [13] the Poincaré R2-action with a six-index antisymmetric gauge field
was obtained. Schematically, the action has the form
2’=R+aSfp(R2). (5.3)
This action is invariant only to first order in a, and requires 0(a) modifications of
the transformation rules. These arise, when in the variation of (5.3) a term
proportional to an 0(a0) equation of motion (i.e. an equation of motion arising
from the R-action) is obtained. Therefore the action ..~?~(R2)is invariant by itself
if these equations of motion are considered as constraints. In conformal supergrav-
ity we encountered a similar situation, but with the weaker constraints (2.4) and
(2.5).
It was shown in ref. [5] that the transformation rules of d = 10 conformal
supergravity can be put in exactly the same form as those of d = 10, N = 1
Poincaré supergravity. The redefinitions which are required to put, e.g. (2.1) in the
form used in ref. [13], were outlined in sect. 2. Let us assume that these
redefinitions have been performed, also in the action (B.2). Then (B.2) is invariant
under the same transformation rules as ~‘~(R2), but the invariance requires
weaker constraints. Therefore, if we impose the stronger constraints corresponding
to (5.1) and (5.2) on (B.2), with the redefinitions mentioned above, the result of ref.
[13] will be obtained.
Is it possible to make contact between the results presented in this paper and
off-shell Poincaré supergravity? The problem is that the transition to the off-shell
Poincaré theory using the established methods requires the presence of compen-
sating fields to break the superconformal invariance. In the absence of suitable
compensating multiplets this presents interesting, but thus far unsurmountable
problems.
It is a pleasure to thank E. Bergshoeff for several useful discussions.
Appendix A
CONFORMAL SUPERGRAVITY IN THE ~ =1, A =0 GAUGE
In this appendix we gather the relevant formulae of d = 10 conformal super-
gravity. The transformation rules are
15e,1 = pa~,
~I/’,1 _~Y,1(W)E + ~I~(F,1F(7) — 3F(7~F,1)eR(A)(
7),
3
6A,1,16= 4 x 6! (A.1)
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Here and elsewhere we suppress explicit indices with the notation
In this paper we use the notation of ref. [5].
In transformation rules and action we prefer to work with the dual of the
supercovariant curvature R(A),
Habc = ~ (A.2)
The commutator of two supersymmetry transformations gives, besides the general
coordinate transformation, a field-dependent Lorentz transformation,
[~(c~), 8(c2)] ~
+ ~L(fl l~f—FcfHabc + ~ (A.3)
When the commutator is evaluated on the gravitino the result contains, besides the
transformations (A.3), the following additional terms:
[8(c,), ~(E2)]I/f,1 = (A.3) + ,92E2F,1E,F I/lab + 7~E2F ~J’a,s~ 1/lcd
— l~l6~2T,1abcd , FahcdFefl/lef. (A.4)
Therefore we have to impose a constraint on the supercovariant gravitino curva-
ture I/tab’ which in turn implies, by supersymmetry, a constraint on the Riemann
scalar,
= 0 (A.5)
J~(w)— ~H°~”~HabC = 0. (A.6)
We now present a list of definitions of some of the dependent fields and
curvatures and their transformation rules:
ww,1(e, 1/i)
= w(e) — + — ~ (A.7)
= a(1) — 0~ab Wac(~cb + ~ (A.8)
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~(A),1...,17 a[,11A,12 ,17] — 8 x6! ~ (A.9)
~ ~Ll/’~ ~V~/’,1 — ~/~(F[,1F(3) + 3T~1
3)F[,1)I/1~JH(
3), (A.10)
15(0,1 = ~r,1Ipab +
+ 2~FcI/l,1H + ~F~~I/J,1Hcde, (A.11)
— 8x6! ~~al...a5~a6a7]’ (A.12)









Here 1~(w)is the supercovariant version of R(w). The derivative D is supercovari-
ant.
The curvatures satisfy the following Bianchi identities:
= 0, (A.15)
DtaiRa2 a8] = 0, (A.16)
D’~Hacd= 0, (A.17)
DEal//bc] = p(3) + 31(
3)F[a)l/lbc]H(
3). (A.18)
In the calculation of the superconformal invariant we use everywhere the Lorentz-
covariant derivative ~. The Bianchi identity for H, eq. (A.17), is therefore used in
the form
e~a~,1(w)Ha = bilinear fermions. (A.19)
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The Bianchi identity for the gravitino curvature takes on the form






+ 12 x 48 (~aT~
3~+ ~ + 3F~3~’Fb)4/lc]H(
3)H(3)~
+ trilinear fermions. (A.20)
The four contributions to (A.20) are referred to as B,—B4, respectively, in tables 4
and 5.
The constraint (A.6), the identity (A.20), the relation
[.~,1(w), ~1~(w)] H~1~= _3R,1c[ad(W)Hl~~~]d, (A.21)
and the supercovariantizations in
= + + 3F(
3~F[~)l/i~,]H(
3), (A.22)
link the different steps in the determination of the invariant action. This is
explained in detail in sect. 3.
Appendix B
THE COMPLETE RESULT
In this appendix we present the complete result for the d = 10 superconformal
action. The action is first written in the form of an ansatz, in which arbitrary
coefficients appear. These have been determined with the procedure explained in
sect. 3. Finally we write the action again, this time substituting the calculated
values for the coefficients.
The ansatz for the N = 1, d = 10 conformal supergravity action, in the gauge
A = 0, c/i = 1, reads
e ~‘= a0R,1,f~uiR~~l)+ ~ + bO1/J”~’~~i/lab+ c0~1,1HQ~~~1H
+R~{m,c/laFb~cd + m2~eFabel/lcd + m31/JaFcdel/J be)
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+Rab{fl,I/IcFaI/lbc + n21/FaFc 1/’be + n3ç!JcFcadl/Jbd}
+Habc{pI~dFa1/ibc +P2~aFb1/ldc
+P3~eFdaeI/lbc+ P4I/’e’~abeI/’dc+ P5I/’e”dab~ce+ P6~eTabcI/~de
+P7l/faFbce~de+P8~dFabe~ce+P91/JeFabcef~df}






+t7HabeI/JfFcdefg~g + t8Haef~bFcdefgI/Jg + t9Hefg~aFcdefg~b}
+Habc{dlIpabFd~cd + d2~adFb1/Jcd + d3lPdeFabc~de
+d4I/JadFbce~de + d5~adFbdel/lce + d6lIldeFabcdf~ef}
+elR”~~’HabeHcde + e2R~HacdHbcd
+f1 Hdae Hbce gjdjqabc










+ HabcHdef{q 14~aTbcd~ef+ q
15~
Tbde~cf+ ~I6~a1defI/’bc
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+H~f~cH~f{~12~a’~bcdegl//g + U 13I/’c”abdegI/’g + Ul4lIJdFabcegl/Jg}
+ H ~dHef~{u,5~fFabcde~g + Ul6lIJdFabcefI//g + U17~aFbcdef(//g
+U18~aFbdefg~c + U191/JdFabefgl//c + U20~iFabcdefgij~j}
+ l/IaFbI/lc{W Habe HmnpHmnp + w2 Habm HcnpHmnp
+W3HaCmHbnPHmnP + W4HamnHbnPHcpm}
+ /le’ a/see f(w5Habc HmnpHmnp + w6HabmHcflpHmflp
+W7HamnHbnpHepm}
+1pepabcdf,//{ W8HabCHdmnHemn + w9Habm HcenHdmn)
+ ~ ~ + w1, HabcHdfm Hegm
+wl2HabfHcdmHegm + Wl3HafgHbcmHdem}
+ qi,F~b~~fEhil//1w14HabcHdem Hfgm. (B .1)
In the terms bilinear in the gravitino (those with coefficients t, u and w) no terms
with F~
3~or appear. The reason is, that these are symmetric in the two
gravitinos, and therefore give upon partial integration ~/‘~ +~~I/l,1 in the varia-
tion of the action. Since there are no other sources for variations, these terms all
have to vanish.
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In (B.1) the coefficients u4, u14, u15 and u18 can be set equal to zero because by
partial integration the corresponding terms can be rexpressed in terms of other
contributions to the ansatz. A similar mechanism for the p-contributions was
discussed in sect. 3.
We now rewrite the above ansatz, with the values we obtained for the coeffi-
cients. The arbitrary scale (a0) has been set equal to one. This next formula is the
main result of this paper:
e’ ~=R,1R’~’~’ — 2R,1~R~V+ ~ —
+R~”{~I/JaFbl/Jcd + ~/‘e~’abeI/~cd + ~I/JaFcdel/lbe}
+ I/1a
1’ctPbc — I/1cT~ad4’1bd)
+ ~dHabc{3~/5p~ — f~/~e”abc~/~de+ ~I/’aT’bce’/’de — ~I/1dI’abe I/lce}
+ iV~e I ~ . . •t~6/LPAPAa...aSR,1~~RApab
+ ~R~”{~HacdlPbFcI/Jd — ~Hacdl/Jc FbI/Id + ~HacdI/JeFbcdef I/if
— ~HcdeI/IaFbcdef1/Jf}
+ V R’~”{— ~HabeI/JeFcl/Jd — ~HabeI/IcFeI/id
— ~HaefI/JbF.cdefgI/Jg — ~HefgI/IaFcdefgI/ib)






+H~~mnHbmn{~I/IcF~/IbC— ~I/a1’cI/”bc + ~/‘c1’cadI/’bd}
+H~~mH~~m{— 7I/~cT’d’/iab— llI/JCFal/Jbd
4’l’e abe’l’cd 4 ‘Pe ace’Pbd 4 ‘Pa cde’Pbe
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+ l41/laFbcel/Jde + ~/~ef’abc I/Ide
+ ~eFabCef h/Idf — eFabedfl/Ief}
+ SI/Ia[’bdei/Icf + //a1~defI//bC
13 —
— ~I/’m1’abcdmI/’ef — ~I/’m[’abcdeI/’fm — ~I/laFbcdern I/~fm









+ ~/‘aTbdefgI/’c — Tj~I/1iFabcdefgij1/ij}
+
1[~paFbI/,c{ — ~HabcHmnpHm,ip + ~HabmHcnpHmnp
+
3HaemHbnpHmnp — 4~HamnHbnpHcpm}
+ /1eFa~~~/1f{~SHabcHmnp Hmnp — ~HabmHCnpHmnp}
+ l~I/1e~~”I/1f{ — ~HabcHdmnHemn — ~HabmHcenHdmn}
+ f~a~1~g{ ~Habc Hdem Hfgm — ~HabcHdfm Hegm
+ ~HabfHcdm Hegm — 32’~afgH/scmHdem}
— ‘ /J.Fa(Jef~iJI/J.H~Hdem Hfgm~ (B .2)
For convenience of the reader the terms in (B.2) are ordered in the same way as in
the ansatz (B.1). Undoubtedly the result can be simplified somewhat by absorbing
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some of the terms with explicit gravitinos into supercovariantizations, or by
combing terms by using identities for the F-matrices. Since we have no systematic
way of proceeding with such efforts, we prefer to present the result in the form it
was obtained.
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